
Corruption 

 

Corruption is the highly infectious social disease which has spread its roots to the mind of the bad 

people. No one take birth to do such type of bad activities in the society however some bad 

conditions of their life forced them to do so. Gradually they become habitual for all of these bad 

activities. However, people suffering from any problem, disease, etc should keep patience and trust 

on themselves and never do anything bad in life. As, one negative step of anyone may harm the lives 

of many people. We are not a single entity on this earth, there are many like us, so we should think a 

little about others and live life happily and peacefully with positive thoughts. 

 

Now-a-days, lots of benefits are given by the government of India to the poor people on the basis of 

various rules and regulations to bring social awareness among common people as well as equality in 

the society. However, poor people are not getting benefited of those advantages given by the 

government as many officers doing corruption secretly in between the channel before reaching to 

the poor people. They are doing corruption against law for just fulfilling their own pockets with 

money. 

 

There are many causes of corruption in the society. Now-a-days political leaders are making interest 

oriented programmes and policies instead of nation oriented programmes and policies. They are just 

wishing to be famous politician for completing their own interests instead of citizens interests and 

requirement. There is increasing level of change in the value system in the human mind as well as 

decreasing ethical qualities of human being. The level of trust, faith and honesty is decreasing which 

gives rise to the corruption. 

 

The number of common people with increased tolerance power towards corruption is increasing. 

There is a lack of strong public forum in the society in order to oppose the corruption, widespread 

illiteracy in rural areas, poor economic infrastructure, etc are the reasons of endemic corruption in 

the public life. Low salaries norms of the government employees force them towards channel of 

corruption. Complex laws and procedures of the government distract common people to get any 

type of help from government. During election time, corruption become at its highest peak. 

Politicians always take support of poor and illiterate people by dreaming them big in future during 

their governance however nothing happens after win. 

 


